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What if everything you thought was funny about Deadpool was actually just disturbing? What if he

decided to kill everyone and everything that makes up the Marvel Universe? What if he actually

pulled it off? Would that be FUN for you? The Merc with a Mouth takes a turn for the twisted in a

horror comic like no other! Collecting DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE #1-4.
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This is a must read for any Deadpool fan! Or, if you're a fan of any part of the creative team, you'll

also enjoy this. I'm a big Cullen Bunn fan & a Deadpool fan so it was a win-win for me.It's a fun read

in an alternate universe of Marvel comics. The story is very enjoyable & the art is fantastic.

Deadpool is awesome what can I say. This comic is a pretty quick read but a good read non the

less. I do love the writing and the art. I will say that the ways Deadpool kills certain marvel

characters is awesome and pretty genius. I will say that I do hope they make this comic into a movie

with Ryan Reynolds. Deadpool kills the Marvel Universe is great read and one many Deadpool fans

should check out.

I thought this was great! Sure, it's not exactly a complex plot, but I enjoyed the premise and the

artwork .

Wade is at it again with this epic installment of that what if feeling in this comic!



Great read and very entertaining almost as much as the movie. I bout thus before the movie just

now doing a review. Being a little lazy. But the product came on time and there were no issyes with

rea ding it from my phone. You will enjoy it.

I understand it's Deadpool kills... but it would have been nice if those victims "superheroes" he killed

were at least more of a challenge. I think they demonstrated this, barely though, with Sue Storm and

Spider-Man. Not great but okay for price.

Excellent service. I bought this book for my grandson. He loves it.

Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe was a great read. Smart, well illustrated, and very bloody.

However, things my fellow Deadpool fans should probably know is, it's not the same kind of

Deadpool we know and love. It's different from most of the other Deadpool comics because our

Wade Wilson has been brainwashed and in turn lost his comedic aspect. It's a very dark comic with

only comedic relief toward the beginning before he's changed. In addition: when I, personally, saw

the title "Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe" followed by it's enticing front cover of Deadpool with a

bloodied blade and Hulk's head in his hands, I automatically thought that the whole thing would be

him actually fighting and taking out each hero, one by one. Unfortunately, I was wrong. Although he

does fight some of them face-to-face, Deadpool mostly kills his victims by catching them off guard,

using science, magic, or some kind of contraption to kill them. And the ones he apparently did fight

with are shown dead (decapitated, stabbed with knives, bloodied on the floor) but not the actual

fight. He only truly fights two or three heroes. I was thoroughly disappointed in this but I have always

wanted know how truly deadly he is and this comic displays it. If you're looking for straight-up

non-stop Deadpool vs. every hero one at a time, this isn't it. However, if you're looking for Deadpool

outsmarting his opponents and fighting some of them, it's a great comic. As far as delivery, it didn't

take terribly long to get here and the comic is in mint condition. Also keep in mind it is not the

longest graphic novel out there. Easily finished in one sitting. Despite some flaws, I was entertained

and I do recommend it.
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